DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

RED & BLACK AWARD

Eligible Staff: All

This award recognizes the individual or group who best exemplifies the true “Bearcat” spirit of the University, Division, and Community. The individual or group’s “spirit” is demonstrated through positive attitude, acts of University loyalty, teamwork, creativity, and cooperation. Candidates are the “Heart of UC” and live the tenets of the Bearcat Bond, demonstrating integrity, respect and dignity of all individuals, and concern for the welfare of others. Their professional life serves as a model that demonstrates what it means to take pride in the University of Cincinnati.

This year’s winner is Alina Nosal.

Positive attitude, (check), UC loyalty (check), team player (check), creative (check), cooperative (check) and as Debra would say, plenty of WOO (MAJOR CHECK)! Alina embodies Bearcat Spirit identified in the Bearcat Bond. No matter what the question is or the task, we all can count on her. Alina’s positive attitude is contagious, and she has a genuine concern for the well-being of the entire community. Alina does her work without expecting anything in return. She is committed to the overall team and is dedicated to the team being successful. We, as an entire division, are fortunate to have Alina on our team. Congratulations, Alina!